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Explain the concept of ethics. 

Objectives:

Describe ethical principles.
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Do the Right Thing
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Imagine you’ve  

been studying  

nonstop for your  

midterm tomorrow.  

You’re still having problems understand-

ing the material, so you stop by your 

teacher’s room during lunch to ask 

her a question. She isn’t at her desk, 

but you spot the answer key to the 

test sticking out of a pile of books. You 

don’t know what to do. If you look at 

the answer key, you’ll be sure to get an 

A—and if you can copy it down, you’ll 

be able to help your friends get As, too. 

But is that the right thing to do? What 

you’re dealing with is an ethical dilem-

ma, and it’s up to you to make the right 

decision. But what are ethics, and what 

does it mean to be an ethical person? 

Keep reading to find out!  

Always do right. This 

will gratify some people 

and astonish the rest.

 — Mark Twain 
  American Writer  
  and Humorist  
  (1835–1910)

What is ethics? 

When you think of ethics, what 

comes to mind? Doing what 

people say you should do? 

Obeying the law? While these 

can both be part of ethical  

behavior, it takes a lot more 

than just listening to authority 

figures or doing what’s legal  

to be an ethical person. Being  

ethical means doing what’s 

right, no matter what, even 

when it doesn’t benefit you. 

Ethics are the basic principles that govern your behavior. Although some people 

have different views on what ethics means, following ethical principles means 

your ethical beliefs don’t change when you’re in a new situation. You follow the 

same ethical principles at school, home, and work. Ethical principles can guide 

you through dilemmas with your friends, your teachers, and your coworkers.
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At first, it might seem restrictive to have a basic set of principles to 

help you make your decisions. But following ethical principles can actu-

ally make your decision-making process much easier! When you have a 

set of rules to guide your behavior, you have a game plan in place when 

it comes to tough decisions. 

But before we discuss ethical principles in detail, let’s explain when you 

need to use them. You solve problems and deal with complex situa-

tions every day, but not every issue you encounter is ethical. Deciding 

what you’re going to eat for lunch or choosing which class you want to 

study for tonight aren’t ethical issues—they’re simply decisions. So how 

do you figure out if the problem you’re dealing with is just one of the 

many decisions you face every day or an ethical situation that can be 

solved using ethical principles? 

The time is always right  

to do what’s right.

 — Martin Luther King Jr.  
  Civil Rights Activist,  
  Minister (1929–1968)
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When you’re dealing with an ethical situation, you’re deciding whether 

something is right or wrong. Often in an ethical situation, if you pick the 

wrong choice, someone (or something) could be harmed. This doesn’t neces-

sarily mean that the issue must be life or death, but that the wrong action 

could cause someone or something to be hurt. No one will be harmed if you 

decide to have a burger instead of pizza for lunch because neither of those 

decisions is right or wrong. But what about if you see that a classmate is be-

ing bullied, or consider taking the money that just fell out of your coworker’s 

purse, or are considering taking the day off work even though you have a 

scheduled shift? In those situations, there’s a right and wrong thing to do.  

If you don’t stick up for your classmate, s/he will continue to be hurt by  

bullies. If you take your coworker’s money, she won’t have the money she 

may have been depending on for lunch. And if you don’t show up for work, 

your boss and coworkers will have to cover for you. Ethical situations don’t 

just deal with any choices—they deal with right and wrong choices. 

Another way to identify ethical issues  

is by using the “smell test,” as explained 

in the article “Smell Test—Identify Ethical 

Issue” by J. Brooke Hamilton: http://eth-

icsops.com/EthicsTestsIDEthicsIssue.php  .  

iStock/Thinkstock

http://ethicsops.com/EthicsTestsIDEthicsIssue.php
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Unethical behavior can sometimes lead  
to legal consequences. If you aren’t  
handicapped, but you park in a handi-
capped spot anyway, you could end  
up paying fines.

Face the Consequences

Ethical behavior is important because if people aren’t ethical, they can face 

major consequences. Here are just a few:

Lost trust. Being unethical can cause others to stop trusting you in every aspect 

of your life. At home, your parents won’t trust you if you repeatedly lie to them or 

skip out on your chores. At school, your teachers won’t trust you if you cheat on 

a test or plagiarize a paper. And at work, your boss won’t trust you if you spend 

your whole shift texting instead of helping customers. 

Legal problems. Although being unethical doesn’t always mean breaking the 

law, sometimes unethical actions can have legal consequences. Parking in a 

handicapped spot (even though you aren’t handicapped) because you really 

want to be close to the entrance of the movie theater definitely isn’t ethical. 

It’s also illegal and can lead to some pretty hefty fines!

A poor reputation. If you make a habit of unethical behavior, your reputation 

may suffer. But you aren’t the only one who can be hurt! Your business and 

school could also earn a reputation for being unethical if many employees  

or students don’t follow ethical principles. Unethical behavior doesn’t just  

harm you—it harms everyone. 
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A bad example. One person behaving unethically can set an example  

for a whole group. This is especially true when the unethical person is in  

a leadership position. If you know your boss is stealing office supplies from 

your job, you might be tempted to do the same, even though you know it’s 

unethical. When one person is unethical, it can bring everyone down! 

Summary 

Ethics are the basic principles that govern your behavior. Following ethical 

principles means your ethical beliefs don’t change when you’re in a new situa-

tion. Ethical issues deal with right and wrong choices. Being unethical can lead 

to consequences such as lost trust, legal problems, a poor reputation, and 

setting a bad example.

 1. What is ethics?

 2. What does it mean to follow 
ethical principles?

 3. What is an ethical situation?

 4. List the consequences of  
unethical behavior. 
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One Saturday afternoon, you pick up a few new shirts at a major 

department store at the mall. Everything’s on sale, and when you check 

out, your shirts are even cheaper than you thought they would be! But 

when you get home, you take a look at your receipt and realize the ca-

shier forgot to charge you for one of the shirts. You’re not sure what to 

do. On one hand, you know that keeping the shirt will cost the store—

and possibly the cashier—money. But on the other hand, will a huge 

department store really notice one shirt? And you could use the extra 

money you saved to order a pizza tonight. What should you do? Is it 

ethical to keep the shirt, or should you go back to the store and tell  

an employee what happened?
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Being ethical means doing the right thing, but how do you know 

what the right thing is? That’s where ethical principles come in.  

By keeping these principles in mind, ethical people can make the 

right decisions all the time, even when facing tough situations.  

Real integrity is doing the  
right thing, knowing that  
nobody’s going to know  
whether you did it or not.

 — Oprah Winfrey, Chairwoman,  
  CEO, and CCO of the Oprah  
  Winfrey Network

Integrity is acting with honesty in all situations. 

This means that you do the right thing even when  

    no one else is watching, when it isn’t easy, or  

    when it might not be in your best interest. For 

example, let’s say you typically receive $20 a night at your regular babysitting job. What would 

you do if your employer accidentally handed you a $50 bill? You could use the money, and it’s 

not like you stole it out of your employer’s wallet. But is taking the money the right thing to do?  

If you have integrity, you’ll be honest and let your employer know that s/he overpaid you. Or what  

if you’re scheduled to work, but you really want to spend the day hanging out with your best 

friend? You might consider calling in sick so you can have the day off. But if you have integrity, 

you’ll be honest and honor your commitment to your job. Your employer might never know you 

pocketed the extra money or that you were faking being sick, but your personal integrity will 

still suffer if you are dishonest.   
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Learn more about integrity and read some examples  

in the article “Success Will Come and Go, But Integrity  

Is Forever” by Amy Rees Anderson: http://www.forbes.

com/sites/amyanderson/2012/11/28/success-will-come-

and-go-but-integrity-is-forever/    . 
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Can people count on you to help them out? Being trustworthy 
is a big part of behaving ethically!Behaving ethically means being trustworthy in  

all your relationships—with your teachers, cowork- 

you’ll work on Saturday night, you’ll show up for your shift. If your teacher gives you an 

extension on a paper, you’re sure to turn it in by the agreed-upon due date. And if you 

promise a friend you’ll attend her band’s show, you show up, even if another friend asks 

you to do something more fun that night. Keeping your word is a big part of building trust. 

Building trust also means not gossiping about your friends or coworkers. If a friend tells  

you something in confidence, you keep her/his secret instead of sharing it with the rest  

of your friends.  

ers, friends, and family members. This involves doing what you 

say you will do (no matter what!) and telling the truth. If you say 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/amyanderson/2012/11/28/success-will-come-and-go-but-integrity-is-forever/
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People who are accountable for their actions accept  

responsibility for all their decisions. Why is this  

important? Just imagine what would happen if 

nobody was accountable for their actions—you 

wouldn’t be able to count on anyone! Imagine that you have a basket- 

ball game tomorrow. It’s your responsibility to go to bed at a reasonable 

time instead of staying up until four in the morning. Taking account-

ability for your actions means making the right decision that will benefit 

your team members and help you perform to the best of your abilities. 

Accountable people also accept blame when they don’t live up to their 

promises. If you do stay up late and perform poorly in your game be-

cause you’re too tired, you’ll accept accountability for your mistake and 

apologize to your teammates. 

You can read more about  

accountability—and how it  

relates to responsibility—in the article  

“What It Means to Be Responsible and  

Accountable in the Workplace” by Laurie 

Reeves: http://woman.thenest.com/means-re-

sponsible-accountable-workplace-11051.html  . 

iStock/Thinkstock

http://woman.thenest.com/means-responsible-accountable-workplace-11051.html
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Transparency means being truthful when 

you communicate. This is more than just 

avoiding lies (although that’s important, 

too!). It also involves speaking up about 

your feelings and communicating openly, even when it’s dif-

ficult. For example, if you’re working on a group project and 

you know you’re running behind on your portion of the work, 

it’s not ethical to hide that from your group members. Trans-

parency also means not spinning your accomplishments to 

be something they’re not. It might seem like just a little white 

lie to make up experience on your résumé, but that’s not be-

ing transparent to your potential employer. And if a teacher 

congratulates you on your latest group project, it’s not trans-

parent to take all the credit without pointing out your group 

members’ contributions. Remember, being transparent isn’t 

just about you—it also involves encouraging others to be 

open and honest. If you know a classmate is having a hard 

time with your group project, encourage him/her to share 

his/her struggles with you. 

What’s going on  

underneath the surface? 

Being transparent means 

being honest about the 

whole truth, not just 

what other people  

can see.

cosmin4000/iStock/Thinkstock
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Your kindergarten teacher may have told you about 

the Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would have 

Fairness means sticking up for people who are being 
treated unfairly. What’s the ethical thing to do when 
you see a classmate being bullied?
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others do unto you. Essentially, this is what fairness 

means—treating others the way you’d like to be  

treated. Fairness means creating relationships that are equal. Fair people 

don’t take advantage of their classmates by trying to cheat off them or  

giving them more work in a group project. And if an ethical person brought 

cookies in to share with the class, s/he wouldn’t give more to his/her best 

friends and skip over the people s/he didn’t like. S/He would share with 

everyone because that’s what’s fair. Fairness also means sticking up for 

people who are being treated unfairly. If you see a coworker taking advan-

tage of another coworker, speaking up is the ethical thing to do.  
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Ethical people always honor the rights, freedoms, 

views, and property of others. In other words, 

For more on respect,  

check out these articles:

The article “How to Demonstrate Respect at 

Work” by Susan M. Heathfield details several  

ways you can show respect for coworkers:  

http://humanresources.about.com/od/

workrelationships/a/demo_respect.htm  .   

You can also use most of these tips at school  

or at home. 

This article by Greg Toppo, “Respect at School  

in Decline, Survey Shows,” explains that many 

people feel students, teachers, and parents 

aren’t respectful of each other: http://www.

usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/01/23/

respect-schools-teachers-parents-stu-

dents/4789283/  . What do you think? How re-

spectful are people in your school? If respect  

is in decline, what do you think this means for 

the state of ethical behavior? 

they’re respectful. Ethical people respect other 

people’s opinions. They don’t start an argument 

or insult someone just because they don’t agree. Showing respect 

means listening to others when they speak, not interrupting, and  

using basic manners (such as being polite, saying please and thank 

you, and maintaining proper eye contact). 

As we mentioned earlier, being ethical doesn’t just  

mean following the law. You can technically follow 

the law and still be unethical! However, part of 

being ethical means respecting the rules and 

laws of your city and country. Stealing clothing from a retail store is 

both unethical and  illegal. And although the rules at your school and 

work are not laws, it’s still ethically important to follow them. If your 

boss says you’re not allowed to text while you’re on the clock, it isn’t 

ethical to text your friends whenever she’s not around. 

iStock/Thinkstock

http://humanresources.about.com/od/workrelationships/a/demo_respect.htm
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/01/23/respect-schools-teachers-parents-students/4789283/
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What’s the impact of your actions in the long term? 

How will your actions affect others in the coming 
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Where will your actions take you in the long term?  
The decisions you make when facing an ethical  
situation can lead you in very different directions.

weeks, months, and years? These are questions 

ethical people ask themselves. Viability means 

ensuring that your actions are helpful in the long term, not just the short 

term. What might this look like in practice? Imagine your friend asks to 

copy your Spanish worksheet because she didn’t have enough time to do 

her homework the night before. In the short term, you might not think 

this is a big deal—it’s just one worksheet! But how will your friend be af-

fected in the long term if she never learns the material on the worksheet? 

She could do poorly on the next test or eventually fail the class. It might 

not seem that bad if you see a coworker at your fast-food job steal a few 

dollars out of the cash register, but think about what will happen to the 

company in the long run if he steals a few dollars every day. That would 

add up to a serious loss! 

Following ethical principles can help you ensure that you’re acting ethically, but what about those times when 

you just don’t know? This handy list from UC San Diego, “Making Ethical Decisions: Things to Ask Yourself,” is a 

great checklist to keep in mind when trying to figure out if your actions are ethical:  

http://blink.ucsd.edu/finance/accountability/ethics/ask.html  .   

http://blink.ucsd.edu/finance/accountability/ethics/ask.html
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Summary 

Ethical principles help people make ethical decisions. These principles  

include integrity, trust, accountability, transparency, fairness, respect,  

rule of law, and viability.

List eight ethical principles that can  

help people make the right decisions.

Think about an ethical issue you’ve 

faced recently at school, home, or 

work. What was the issue? How did 

you solve it? Which ethical principles 

helped you make the right decision? 

What would have been the conse-

quences if you had acted unethically?


